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Abstract .  Over the last few years technological advances in micropro- 
cessor and network technology have improved dramatically the perfor- 
mance achieved in clusters of commodity workstations. Despite those 
impressive improvements the cost of communication processing is still 
high. Traditional layered structured network protocols fall to achieve 
high throughputs because they access data several times. Network pro- 
tocols which avoid routing through the kernel can remove this limit on 
communication performance and support very high transmission speeds 
which are comparable to the proprietary interconnection found in Mas- 
sively Parallel Processors. 

1 Introduct ion 

Microprocessors have improved their performance dramatically over the past 
few years. Network technology has over the same period achieved impressive 
performance improvements in both Local Area Networks (LAN) and Wide Area 
Networks (WAN) (e.g. Myrinet and ATM) and this trend is expected to continue 
for the next several years. The integration of high-performance microprocessors 
into low-cost computing systems, the availability of high-performance LANs and 
the availability of common programming environments such as MPI have enabled 
Networks Of Workstations (NOWs) to emerge as a cost-effective alternative to 
Massively Parallel Processors (MPPs) providing a parallel processing environ- 
ment that  can deliver high performance for many practical applications. 

Despite those improvements in hardware performance, applications on NOWs 
often fail to observe the expected performance speed-up. This is largely because 
the communication software overhead is several orders of magnitude larger than 
the hardware overhead [2]. Network protocols and the Operating System (OS) 
frequently introduce a serious communication bottleneck, (e.g. traditional UNIX 
layering architectures, TCP/IP,  interaction with the kernel, etc). New software 
protocols with less interaction between the OS and the applications are required 
to deliver low-latency communication and exploit the bandwidth of the under- 
lying intercommunication network [9]. 

Applications or libraries that  support new protocols such as BIP [4], Active 
Messages [6], Fast Messages [2], U-Net [9] and network devices for ATM and 
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Myrinet networks demonstrate a remarkable improvement in both latency and 
bandwidth, which are frequently directly comparable to MPP communication 
performance. 

This report investigates commodity "parallel systems", taking into account 
the internode communication network in conjunction with the communication 
protocol software. Latency and bandwidth tests have been run on various MPPs 
(SP2, CS2) and a number of clusters using different workstation architectures 
(SPARC, i86, Alpha), LANs (10 Mbit/s Ethernet, 100 Mbit/s Ethernet, Myrinet) 
and OS (Solaris, NT, Linux). The work is organised as follows: a review of the ef- 
ficiency of the existing communication protocols and in particular TCP/IP  from 
the NOW perspective is presented in the first section. A latency and bandwidth 
test of various clusters and an analysis of the results is presented next. Finally 
an example specialised protocol (BIP) is discussed followed by conclusions. 

2 C l u s t e r i n g  w i t h  T C P / I P  o v e r  L A N s  

The task of a communication sub-system is to transfer data transparently from 
one application to another application, which could reside on another node. 
TCP/IP  is currently the most widely-used network protocol in LANs and NOWs, 
providing a connection-oriented reliable byte stream service [8]. Originally TCP/IP 
was designed for WANs with relatively high error rate. The philosophy behind 
the TCP/IP model was to provide reliable communication between autonomous 
machines rather than a common resource [6]. 

In order to ensure reliability over an unreliable subnetwork TCP/IP  uses 
features such as an in-packet end-to-end checksum, "SO_NDELAY" flag, "Time- 
to-live" IP field, packet fragmentation/reassembly, etc. All these features are 
useful in WANs but in LANs they represent redundancy and consume vital 
computational power [6]. 

Several years ago the bandwidth of the main memory and the disk I/O of a 
typical workstation was an order of magnitude faster than the physical network 
bandwidth. The difference in magnitude was invariably sufficient for the existing 
OS and communication protocol stacks to saturate network channels such as 
10 Mbit/s Ethernet [3]. Despite hardware improvements workstation memory 
access time and internal I/O bus bandwidth in a workstation have not increased 
significantly during this period (the main improvements in performance have 
come from caches and a better understanding of how compilers can exploit the 
potential of caches). Faster networks have thus resulted in the gap between 
the network bandwidth and the internal computer resources being considerably 
reduced [3]. 

The fundamental design objective of traditional OS and protocol stacks at 
that time was reliability, programmability and process protection over an unre- 
liable network. In a conventional implementation of TCP/IP a send operation 
involves the following stages of moving data: data from the application buffer are 
copied to the kernel buffer, then packet forming and calculation of the headers 
and the checksum takes place and finally packets are copied into the network 
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interface for transmission. This requires extra context switching between appli- 
cations and the kernel for each system call, additional copies between buffers 
and address spaces, and increased computational overhead [7]. 
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Fig. 1. a) Conventional TCP/IP implementation b)MPI on top of the TCP/ IP  protocol 
stack c)The BIP protocol stack approach 

As a result, clusters of powerful workstations still suffer a degradation in 
performance even when a fast interconnection network is provided. In addition, 
the network protocols in common use are unable to exploit fully all of the hard- 
ware capability resulting in low bandwidth and high end-to-end latency. Parallel 
applications running on top of communication libraries (e.g. MPI, PVM, etc.) 
add an extra layer on top of the network communication stack, (see Fig. 1). 

Improved protocols at tempt to minimise the critical communication path of 
application-kernel-network device [4, 6, 2, 9]. Additionally these protocols exploit 
advanced hardware capabilities (e.g. network devices with enhanced DMA en- 
gines and co-processors) by moving as much as possible of their functionality 
into hardware. Applications can also interact directly with the network interface 
avoiding any system calls or kernel interaction. In this way processing overhead 
is considerably reduced improving both latency and throughput.  

3 L a t e n c y  a n d  B a n d w i d t h  M e a s u r e m e n t s  

In order to estimate and evaluate the effect of different communication protocols 
on clusters a ping-pong test measuring both peer-to-peer latency and bandwidth 
between two processors over MPI was written [2]. The latency test measures the 
t ime a node needs to send a sequence of messages and receive back the echo. 
The bandwidth test measures the time required for a sequence of back-to-back 
messages to be sent from one node to another. In both tests receive operations 
were posted before the send ones. The message size in tests always refers to the 
payload. Each test is repeated many times in order to reduce any clock j i t ter ,  
first-time and warm-up effects and the median time from each measurement test 
presented in the results. 

Various communication models [1, 5] have been developed in order to evaluate 
communication among processors in parallel systems. In this paper we follow a 
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linear approach with a s tar t-up t ime a (constant per segment cost) and a variable 
per-byte cost/7. The message length at which half the m a x i m u m  bandwidth is 
achieved (nl/2) is an impor tant  indication as well. 

=. + (i) 

Parameters  tha t  can influence tests and measurements  are also taken into 
account for each pla t form in order to analyse the results better,  i.e. measurements  
on non-dedicated clusters have also been made to assess the effect of interference 
with other workload. 

Tesls on MPPs (SP2 and CS2) Latency and bandwidth tests have been run on 
the SP2 and CS2 in the University of Southampton and on the SP2 at Argonne 
National Laboratory.  The results of the MPP test are used as a benchmark  
to analyse and compare the performance of NOW clusters. In both  SP2 ma-  
chines the native IBM's  MPI implementat ion was used while on the CS2 the 
mpich 1.0.12 version of MPI was used. The difference in performance between 
the two SP2 machines is due to the different type of the high-performance switch 
(TB2/TB3) .  The breakpoint at 4 KB on the SP2 graph is due to the change in 
protocol used for sending small and large messages in the MPI  implementat ion.  

The NT cluster. The NT cluster is composed of 8 DEC Alpha based worksta- 
tions and uses a dedicated interconnection network based around a 100Mbit/s  
Ethernet switch. The Abstract  Device Interface makes use of the T C P / I P  pro- 
tocol stack that  NT provides. Results on latency and bandwidth are not very 
impressive (Fig. 2), because of the experimental  version of the MPI  implementa-  
tion used. The system was unable to make any effective use of the communica-  
tion channel, even on large messages. An unnecessarily large number  of context 
switches resulted in very low performance. 
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Fig. 2. Latency and bandwidth on NOW clusters 
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The Linux cluster. This cluster is build around Pentium-Pro machines running 
Linux 2.0.x. Tests have run using both the 10Mbit/s channel and FastEthernet 
with MPI version mpich 1.1. A poor performance was observed similar to the 
NT cluster, although in this case the non-dedicated interconnection network 
affected some of the results. Although its performance is slightly better than 
the NT cluster, the system fails to utilise the underlying hardware efficiently. In 
Fig.2 we can see a break point at the bandwidth plots close to 8 KB due to the 
interaction between TCP/ IP  and the OS. 

The Solaris cluster. The Solaris cluster uses a non-dedicated 10Mbit/s Ethernet 
segment running SunOS 5.5.1 and the communication library is mpich 1.0.12. 
This cluster has the best performance among the clusters for 10Mbit/s Ethernet. 
Both SPARC-4 and ULTRA SPARC nodes easily saturated the network channel 
and push the communication bottleneck down to the Ethernet board. The non- 
dedicated intercommunication network had almost no affect on the results. 

The Myrinet cluster. This cluster is build around Pentium-Pro machines running 
Linux 2.0.1, with an interconnection based on a Myrinet network. The commu- 
nication protocol is the Basic Interface for Parallelism (BIP), an interface for 
network communication which is targeted towards message-passing parallel com- 
puting. This interface has been designed to deliver to the application layer the 
maximum performance achievable by the hardware [3]. Basic features of this pro- 
tocol are a zero-copy protocol, user application level direct interaction with the 
network board, system call elimination and exploitative use of memory band- 
width. BIP can easily interface with other protocol stacks and interfaces such as 
IP or APIs, (see Fig. 1). 

The cluster is flexible enough to configure the API either as a typical T C P / I P  
stack running over 10Mbit/s Ethernet, TCP/ IP  over Myrinet or directly on top 
of BIP. In the first case the IP protocol stack on top of the Ethernet network 
provides similar performance to the Linux cluster discussed above, although 
its performance is comparable to the Sun cluster. Latency for zero-size message 
length has dropped to 290 #s and the bandwidth is close to 1 MB/s for messages 
larger than 1 KB. 

Changing the physical network fl'om Ethernet to Myrinet via the TCP/BIP  
protocol provides a significant performance improvement. Zero size message la- 
tency is 171 #s and the bandwidth reaches 18 MB/s, with a nl/2 figure below 
1.5KB. Further change to the configuration enables the application (MPI) to 
interact directly with the network interface through BIP. The performance im- 
provement in this case is impressive pushing the network board to the design 
limits. Zero length message latency is 11 #s and the bandwidth exceeds 114 
MB/s with a nl/2 message size of 8 KB. 

Figure 3 shows the latency and bandwith graphs for those protocol stack 
configurations. A noticeable discontinuity at message sizes of 256 bytes reveals 
the different semantics between short and long messages transmission modes. 
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Fig. 3. Latency and bandwidth on a Myrinet cluster with page alignment 

4 Analysis  of the Results  

The performance difference between normal NOW clusters and parallel systems 
is typically two or more orders of magnitude. A comparable performance differ- 
ence can sometimes be observed between the raw performace of a NOW cluster 
and the performance delievered at the level of the user application (the relative 
latency and bandwidth performance of the above clusters is presented in Fig. 2). 
With reference to the theoretical bandwidth of a 10 Mbit/s Ethernet channel 
with TCP/ IP  headers we can see that only the Sun cluster approaches close to 
that maximum. The difference in computation power between the Ultra SPARC 
and SPARC-4 improves the latency and bandwidth of short messages. 

On the other hand the NT and Linux cluster completely fail to saturate even 
a 10Mbit/s Ethernet channel and an order of magnitude improvement in the 
interconnection channel to FastEthernet does not improve throughput signifi- 
cantly. In both clusters the communication protocol implementation drastically 
limits performance. It is worth mentioning that both software and hardware for 
the Solaris cluster nodes comes from the same supplier, therefore the software 
is very well tuned and exploits all the features available in the hardware. By 
contrast the open market in PC-based systems requires software to be a more 
generM and thus less efficient. 

Similar relatively-low performance was measured on the Myrinet cluster us- 
ing the TCP/ IP  protocol stack. The system exploits a small fraction of the 
network bandwidth and latency improvement is small. Replacing the communi- 
cation protocol with BIP the Myrinet cluster is then able to exploit the network 
bandwidth and the application level performance becomes directly comparable 
with MPPs such as the SP2, T3D, CS2, etc. 

As can be seen from Fig. 3, the Myrinet cluster when compared to those 
MPPs has significantly better latency features over the whole range of the mea- 
surements made. In bandwidth terms for short messages up to 256 bytes Myrinet 
outperforms all the other MPPs. Then for messages up to 4KB (which is the 
breakpoint of the SP2 at Argonne), the SP2 has a higher performance, but after 
this point performance of Myrinet is again better. 
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Table  1. Latency and Bandwidth results 

Configuration Cluster H/.W min Lat. 
MPI over TCP/ IP  NT/Alpha FastEth. 673 ps 
MPI over TCP/ IP  Linux/P.Pro Ethernet 587 ps 
MPI over TCP/ IP  Linux/P.Pro FastEth. 637 ps 
MPI over TCP/ IP  SPARC-4 Ethernet 660 ps 
MPI over TCP/ IP  ULTRA Ethernet 1.37 ms 
MPI over TCP/ IP  Linux/P.Pro Ethernet 280 ps 
MPI over TCP/BIP  Linux/P.Pro Myrinet 171 ps 
MPI over BIP L!nux/P.Pro Myrinet 11 ps 

max BW n1/2 
120 KB/s 100 
265 KB/s 1.5 K 
652 KB/s 1.5 K 

1.03 MB/s 280 
1.01 MB/s 750 

1 MB/s 300 
17.9 MB/s 1.5 K 
114 MB/s 8 K 

i . y . .  m r  

. . . . . .  ~ i  . . . . . . .  

Fig. 4. Comparing latency and bandwidth between a Myrinet cluster and MPPs 

5 C o n c l u s i o n  

In this paper  the importance and the impact  of some of the most  common inter- 
connecting network protocols for clusters has been examined. The T C P / I P  pro- 
tocol stack was tested with different cluster technologies and comparisons made  
with other specialised network protocols. Traditional communicat ion protocols 
utilising the critical application-kernel-network path  impose excessive communi-  
cation processing cost and cannot exploit any advanced features in the hardware. 
Conversely communicat ion protocols that  enable applications to interact directly 
with network interfaces such as BIP, Fast Messages, Active Messages, etc can 
improve the performance of clusters considerable. 

The major i ty  of parallel applications use small-size messages to coordinate 
p rogram execution and for this size of message latency overhead dominates  the 
transmission time. In this case the communication cost cannot be hidden by any 
programming model or technique such as overlapping or pipelining. Fast com- 
municat ion protocols that  deliver a drastically reduced communicat ion latency 
are necessary for clusters to be used effectively in a wide range of scientific and 
commercial  parallel applications as an alternative to MPPs.  
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